Time-dependent density functional calculations on the electronic spectra of the neutral nickel complex [Ni(LISQ)2] (LISQ = 3,5-di-tert-butyl-o-diiminobenzosemiquinonate(1-)) and its monoanion and dication.
The electronic spectrum of the neutral nickel complex [Ni(LISQ)2] (LISQ = 3,5-di-tert-butyl-o-diiminobenzosemiquinonate(1-)) and the spectra of its anion and dication have been calculated by means of time-dependent density functional theory. The electronic ground state of the neutral complex exhibits an open shell singlet diradical character. The mandatory multireference problem for this electronic ground state has been treated approximately by using the unrestricted and spin symmetry broken Kohn-Sham Slater determinant as the wave function for the noninteracting reference system in the time-dependent density functional calculations. A reasonable agreement with observed transition energies and band intensities has been achieved. This holds also for the long wavelength transitions that are shown to be of charge transfer type. The charge distributions in the electronic ground state and the corresponding low lying excited states, however, are rather similar. Thus, the known failure of standard time-dependent density functional theory to describe improperly long range charge transfer transitions is absent in this work. The applied computational scheme might be adequate for calculating electronic spectra of transition metal complexes with noninnocent ligands.